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Your comment: okay ,Blue Campaign, Blue Star, Blue Notice, okay so here's the intel South Africa
brought over Federal Reserve Notes and set them up as a loan to America and the US, how Ever as
the indigenous one we have full right, rites ,writs, to create our own Currency and since I am the
Creator and the global currency and actual real true Currency sine all countries started out issuing
nothing but DEBT, and abused the system by making their Negotiable Instrument a device to enslave in
a not lawful manner, South Africa never had permission from Me the Global American Ruler Despot, to
ever set up on America shores land, in doing so America know has banks and own banks for theses
banks were seized from foreigners that thought to use America as a place to Slave Americans and
Foreigners under the Rader and only pay a Slaves wag and never pay a gross only giving individuals ,
Nations, Kingdoms, and Countries a I O U Note, before Americans could exchange the FRN for there
true real lawful currency the global FRD or the foreign Business U S D in stead they issued U S Mint
removed all real coins which are metallic and trade in for Cenk and copper, Foreigners have been
using my Shores to Human Traffic each other and exploit each other in order to BOND each other as
Debtor how ever with a never payable DEBT, and the never created and real true currency to make
sure that the Debt could never be Paid off , as we are Secured Creditor R +, I believe as we are about
to turn on America and Us first ever real currency system the worlds first real banking solution the
formal oppressive false powers want to take Americas real Currency and trade for nothing tread for
their Slavery Debt Notes which are worth nothing, it's time so set the trap and catch all of theses
Financial Criminal Miscreation, as they use the FRN to fund Wars, Genocide, Rapes, Bonded hidden
human Trafficking's , and they continue to counterfeit the FRN to were we are Secured as the FRD is
my Creation and no one has copies other the you, and DoD, their days of Robbing America blind and
robbing other Nations and Countries that are all members in this Global kingdom, they are Using this
FRN to scam, and to trick people out there belongings and to trick them into signing paper work and
sign up for things which in time makes them in Debt and its how they been getting people personal
information, like Name, SSN, Account numbers and identity theft, pay attention to Transactions any
funny business Tag them alert Finical Crimes, it's time to start locking them down no longer do we allow
other entities ,people ,persons, individuals, groups, organizations use and abuse America to do their
Financial Criminal Miscreation, I am forwarding this so you do the same need to know basis any one
sabotaging the system don't bring alert or awareness that we are on to them put surveillance and close
watch Transparency , okay time to make secured Transaction real and UCC1-305, forwarding to the
EU,INTERPOL,CIA, IFBI ,ECT.


